THE SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR GROUP
SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR FOR
Wednesday, February 12, 2020

CS/SB 58  GB by Health Policy  (Filed by Book)
(Compare CS/H 00177)
Prescription Drug Donation Repository Program

SJR 142  SJR by Brandes
(Similar H 00301, Compare H 00303)
Abolishing the Constitution Revision Commission

SB 348  GB by Bean – if received
(Identical H 06031)
Florida Kidcare Program

SB 362  GB by Hooper
(Similar H 00213)
Florida Tourism Marketing

CS/SB 372  GB by Education  (Filed by Lee)
(Similar CS/H 00171)
Postsecondary Education for Certain Military Personnel

SM 978  SM by Pizzo
(Identical H 00765)
Juneteenth Independence Day

SB 2500  SB by Appropriations  (Filed by Appropriations)
Appropriations

SB 2502  SB by Appropriations  (Filed by Appropriations)
Implementing the 2020-2021 General Appropriations Act

SB 2504  SB by Appropriations  (Filed by Appropriations)
State Employees

SB 2506  SB by Appropriations  (Filed by Appropriations)
Correctional Medical Authority
SB 7004  GB by Finance and Tax
(Identical H 07007)
OGSR/Taxpayer E-mail Addresses Held by a Tax Collector

SB 7044  GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability
State-administered Retirement Systems